where E[.] is the expectation operator, x is the expected value of x, and 5k_,_ is the Kronecker delta function (5k_,_ = 1 if k = m, 0 otherwise). Q and R are positive semidefinite covariance matrices.
The Kalman filter equations are given by
where the filter is initialized with _?o = xo, and Eo given above. It can be shown [13] that the Kalman filter has several attractive properties. 
where xkd_1 is the mean of xkd- 
where n is the dimension of x mad
The Kalman filter estimate is that value of x that maxinfizes the conditional probability density function P(xlY), and E is the covariance of the Kalman filter estimation error.
NASA/T_2003-212111 The above theorems all follow from the equivalence of (23) and (24) 
which is exactly the running average shown in (37). Various turbofansimulation packages havebeenproposed overtheyears [19, 20, 21] .Thismodel is based ona gasturbineengine simulation software package called DIGTEM (DigitalTurbofanEngineModel) [8, 22] .DIGTEMis writtenin Fortran andincludes16statevariables.It usesa backwarddifference integrationscheme because the turbofanmodel contains timeconstants that differby up to four orders of magnitude.
The nonlinearequations usedin DIGTEM canbe foundin [8, 9] . The timeinvariantequations canbe summarized asfollows. 
Simulation Results
We simulated the methods discussed in this paper using MATLAB. We simulated a steady state 3 second burst of engine data measured at 10 Hz during each flight.
Each of these routine services was performed at the single operating point shown
in Tables  1 4. The signal-to-noise ratios were determined on the basis of NASA experience and previously published data [23] and are shown in flights is in line with turbofan performance data collected by NASA and reported in the literature [25] . Each of the eight cases exhibit performance similar to Figure  2 . change.This is a departurefrom strict adherence to theory,but in practicethis improvesthe performance of the filter. This is an implementation issuethat is conceptually similarto tuning a standardKalmanfilter. It wasseenin Theorem2 that the filter with hardconstraintshasa smaller estimation errorcovariance thantheunconstrained Kalmanfilter. At firstthis seems counterintuitive, sincethe standardKalmanfilter is by definitionthe minimum variance filter. However, wehavechanged the problemby introducing statevariable constraints.Therefore, the standardKalmanfilter is not the minimumvariance filter for the turbofanengine healthestimation problem, andwecandobetterwith the constrained Kalmanfilter.
Wesawthat the filter with hardconstraints requireda muchlargercomputational effort than the standardKalmanfilter. This is dueto the additionof the quadraticprogrmnming problemthat mustbe solvedin the constrained Kalman Furtherworkalongthe linesof this research couldfocuson combining ourwork with [27] in orderto guarantee convergence in the presence of nonlinear constraints.
Othereffortscouldexplore theincorporation ofstateconstraints foroptimal smoothing,or theuseofstateconstraints in H_ filtering [28] . Further work could also focus on integrating the nonlinear simulation logic in DIGTEM [8, 22] 
